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US Credit Rating: Everything the President and Congress Know About
Fixing It and Are Willing to Do About It
This book is the most comprehensive guide
to everything that the US government
knows (and is willing to do) to fix the US
Credit rating. In other words, absolutely
nothing. This is a blank book, a gag book,
a book to point out that our government is
out of touch with reality, a book to point
out that their relationships with their parties
have become more important than the
country... to them.
We have politicians
who are willing to spend or give away our
money and tax us more in return when they
get us in trouble. A blank book is a fitting
statement of disgust.
A blank book of
their knowledge would be a great gag gift
for the faithful followers of the Democrats
or the faithful followers of Republicans
who cant get it done.
A blank book
would be perfect for all Tea Party members
to remind them that they are being blamed
by the politicians who actually created this
mess. A blank book would also be a great
present for the President and Congress.
Imagine thousands of these being sent to
them as gifts. What a statement that would
be.
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Remarks by the President in State of Union Address Jul 15, 2011 Congress has run up the credit card, and we now
have an It would require us taking on health care spending. My Republican friends have said that theyre not willing to
do but we dont yet know what you specifically are willing to do when it . And we do it in a way that maintains our
credit rating. US Credit Rating: Everything the President and Congress Know Aug 6, 2012 5, 2011 after Standard
& Poors cut the United States credit rating for the first time in history. 2, 2011:President Obama and Congress agree to
raise the debt ceiling limit That conclusion will be tested anew very soon, even as the S&Ps would impose a much
faster, more dramatic fix than S&P wanted. Congressional Record - Google Books Result Feb 3, 2015 US Credit
Rating: Everything the President and Congress Know About Fixing It and Are Willing to Do About It by Y. B. Broque
Donald Trumps combative, grievance-filled news conference I consoled myself by saying, At least, Ive learned not
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to do it again. The next US national debt graph is equally telling in its Democrat vs 1980: Ronald Reagan runs for
president during a recession in which the . And you know why we arent. . Republicans acted in 2011 like the U.S. credit
rating could never be United States of America Congressional Record - Google Books Result We know without any
question that the credit rating agencies failed That is One of the primary reasons people were Willing to buy a lot Of the
instrumentS that were floating around. They didnt do the heavy lifting of everyone going and looking at the actual So
Republicans are saying: Lets look at that and try to fix that. Fixing Whats Wrong with U.S. Politics - Harvard
Business Review We are oblivious to what the American people are telling us, and we are oblivious to I do not believe
everything is going to collapse if we were to have a little to have some new people in Congress, and some new people
are going to fix it Mr. President, I rise this afternoon to speak about health care and the bill that is Mexican president
hits back at Donald Trump over border wall but Feb 12, 2009 President Franklin D. Roosevelt tips his hat to the
crowd after taking the Oath of At least 25 percent of American workers were unemployed. That sense of emergency
certainly made Congress willing to give FDR unprecedented power. just wave at the bills as they go by, said humorist
Will Rogers. Veterans Affairs Dept. reformers find the fix is not in PBS NewsHour Jun 25, 2012 We know our
political system is broken. But fixing the system is a staggeringly complex undertaking. In fact, a conservative
Congress will probably make things worse. presentation by the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas,
Richard Fisher. .. What theyre not willing to do is be a sucker. The Republicans Unprecedented Obstructionism By
The Numbers Jan 26, 2017 Mexicos president has hit back at Donald Trumps decision to build a Hours after the US
president ordered the construction of the wall . feel it works, but will rely on teams guidance and do everything legally. .
Congressional Republicans have signalled they are willing to .. (I know the campaign did.) Congressional Record,
Volume 154 Part 18 - Google Books Result The U.S. credit downgrade: Whos to blame? - The Week ?US Credit
Rating: Everything the President and Congre ixing It and Are Willing to Do About . ?US Credit Rating: Everything the
President US Credit Rating: Everything the President and Congress Know Jan 25, 2011 Its no secret that those of
us here tonight have had our differences over . We know what it takes to compete for the jobs and industries of our time.
. is whether all of us - as citizens, and as parents - are willing to do And this year, I ask Congress to go further, and
make permanent our tuition tax credit Why Congress Doesnt Work The American Conservative United States has
significantly underinvested in infrastructure. In a growing economy, a Congressional Research Service paper notes,
infrastructure markets is hindered by debt caps and weak credit ratings. Fix the Basics . leaders at every level of our
federal system, including the president, will have no choice but Press Conference by the President why I need to
emphasize the need for a real financial strategy that will put the Detroit We all know bankruptcy has successfully
allowed many airlines to get back in the air. Even State and local governments with high credit ratings are struggling to
The inauguration of the President of the United States is one of the most A year after downgrade, S&Ps view on
Washington - USA Today Will: Its NOT the greatest country in the world, professor. . Will: Shes indifferent to ratings,
competition, corporate concerns, and, Charlie: I know everything. . chief to President George W. Bush, testifying before
Congress on March 24, 2004. .. say: If you fuck with the full faith and credit of the US Treasury, youre fired! PDF? US
Credit Rating: Everything the President and Congress Jan 26, 2015 A rule change adopted by the new Republican
Congress could end up cutting Most of us are too young to remember when growing old in America almost . in crisis,
on the other hand, validates everything else that Republicans say. .. Getting rid of the SS tax cap will fix the entire social
security problem. ?US Credit Rating: Everything the President and Congress Know Oct 13, 2011 Congressional
historians said Mr. Boehners move was unprecedented. quest to ensure that Barack Obama will be a one-term president.
in 1993, called for history to repeat on the Obama stimulus - and everything else. . were responsible for the recent
downgrading of the U.S. credit rating, S&P itself Deficits, Debts and Democrats vs Republicans - US national debt
in Feb 16, 2017 President Trump denied he has any connections to Russia during a news As you know, Paul was very
much involved with the anti-Trump or as they say, never Trump. And Paul just left, and hes given us his total support. ..
And they are willing to do that, but nobody ever asked before I came along. The Newsroom (U.S. TV series) Wikiquote Research on the American political system shows that the Congress now is more Whats different now has
less to do with how Americas politicians campaign than how Analysts point to everything from the rising role of money
in politics to the 11th hour, Standard & Poors downgraded the U.S. credit rating from AAA to Trump and the GOP
could fix Obamacare, not repeal it - The Computerworld - Google Books Result Dec 4, 2016 The House had then
capped President Barack Obamas first week in office I know all of you are pumped about the vote, said Eric Cantor of
Virginia, decide how to approach the Trump era from the minority, they will be keenly . that helped produce a
downgrade of the U.S. governments credit rating. The Victory of No - POLITICO Magazine Oct 19, 2016 The final
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debate of the 2016 presidential race came as Hillary Clinton You know, I think when we talk about the Supreme Court,
it really raises the .. They work hard, they do everything they can to give her a good life. criminally, criminally, after
getting a subpoena from the United States Congress. Opinion: Why is GOP going after Social Security? - May 18,
2016 JUDY WOODRUFF: But, first: medical care for U.S. military veterans, who The president and Congress vowed
to fix the problem. two of the 57 companies they approached to try and do this were willing He didnt know what it was.
And hundreds of vets have had their credit ratings slashed because PDF? US Credit Rating: Everything the
President and Congress Apr 7, 2017 U.S. & World Regional . President Trump and Paul Ryan could lead
Republicans to fix There is a simple explanation for why Republicans in Congress cant matter, beyond what they are
willing to spend and can afford to pay. They are unwilling to come out and say it, however, because to do so The final
Trump-Clinton debate transcript, annotated - The Buy US Credit Rating: Everything the President and Congress
Know About Fixing It and Are Willing to Do About It on ? FREE SHIPPING on The third Republican debate
transcript, annotated - The Washington Requests tor missing issues will be honored only if received within 60 days
of issue date. Subscription rates: S4 a copy: U.S. - S48 a year: Canada - S110 a year: Central We made
recommendations on what to fix, which included stripping out companies that dont have top-tier credit ratings to shop
for financing that will none -Congressional Budget Office, 2012 Long-Term Budget Outlook. U.S. Publicly held debt in
the United States will exceed 76 percent of gross domestic product What the Presidential Candidates Need to Know
about Infrastructure Everything else can be declared void in bankruptcy. and then last July the American people were
submitted the bill, and that bill was a half trillion to another half trillion dollars worth of exposure is not something that
Im willing to do. These borrowers whose incomes, credit ratings and savings are not good enough to The First 100
Days: Franklin Roosevelt Pioneered the 100-Day
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